Dear Liz
Thank you for allowing me to reply to you directly.
I have been in touch with Phil Twamley, the Neighbourhood Planning Officer at EDDC and I am
copying his replies below. I have also spoken to Graham Cooper and Jeremy Woodward who were
the two members of the Steering group responsible for the Policies in question. I have also spoken
to John Slater. They have all agreed that it will be a sensible approach to delete Policy 6 as there is
no point in duplicating a policy which is already protecting these open spaces. They do not need to
be listed if they are shown on the Local Plan Proposals Map.
I will organise Phil Twamley to set up the maps that he has suggested at the end of his email and I
will forward them to you as soon as I receive them.
We are working our way through your other questions and I hope to be back in touch before the end
of the week.
Kind regards
Deirdre Hounsom
Chair of the Sid Valley Neighbourhood Plan
From: Philip Twamley
Sent: 23 April 2019 17:09
Subject: RE: Examiner's questions
Hi Deirdre,
I’d agree that the deletion of Policy 6 would clear up the examiner’s concerns with the SVNP
duplicating areas as both open spaces and LGSs. The areas in Policy 6 are shown as ‘Recreation
Areas, Allotments, Accessible Open Spaces’ in the Local Plan and / or are protected under alternative
policy (RC1 - Retention of Land for Sport and Recreation, RC3 – Allotments, EN3 – Land at the Byes
etc.).
Re: Graham’s mail –
We don’t have any designated Local Green Spaces in the Local Plan (LP), the LP uses a locally
determined ‘Local Open Space’ designation.
Page 169 of the LP provides supporting text, EN1 and EN3 are mapped on the Sidmouth Inset Map in
the Local Plan (3 sites – The Byes and 2 x sites to West). The listing for other open spaces is the open
spaces study referenced in the SVNP (p34/35):
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning-libraries/evidence-document-library/chapter8.4environment/env046-openspacestudyreview2014.pdf
The open space study lists all OS sites in the parish including those at Sidbury and Salcombe. I’m not
sure why the examiner is querying your reference to this document as it provides an established
evidence base from the District Council of open spaces, some of which you have then decided to
designate as Local Green Spaces. That seems reasonable although the policy works equally well
without the reference. The other point raised on the LGS description seems to be a request for a
two sentence overview for each site, it’s worth adding that to firm up the justification.

The only significant clash with the Local Plan Open Spaces is LGS area 12 from the Sid Valley NP. That
area is contained within the Byes as covered by Policy EN3 and currently benefits from what I would
consider higher protection than is provided by LGS designation. I’d suggest deletion of area 12 to
ensure that the protection is not diminished.
I’ll assume Policy 5 and the majority of LGSs will remain. I’ll set up a series of 11 (or 12 if you choose
to maintain area 12) square maps so you can include them after Map 13 as detailed maps. Let me
know if that suits.

Regards,
Phil

Phil Twamley | Neighbourhood Planning Officer
East Devon District Council | Blackdown House, Border Road, Heathpark Ind Estate, Honiton, EX14
1EJ

01395 571736
ptwamley@eastdevon.gov.uk
www.eastdevon.gov.uk

LGS maps subsequently provided:

From: Deirdre Hounsom
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2019 11:48:46 AM
To: liz@lbplanning.uk
Subject: View 4
Dear Liz
I think this image answers your question about View 4
We will also work on small descrptive captions as pointed out.
Regards
Deirdre Hounsom, Chair of Sid Valley Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group

From: Deirdre Hounsom
Sent: 26 April 2019 10:37

Dear Liz Beth
Please find [below] a comprehensive reply from one of the team members responsible for
answering the questions you posed last week.
I have also completed the SG’s responses to the Reg 16 consultation and will attach the
document in the next email I send you. Meanwhile here are the responses from the Natural
and Built Environment team
Regards
Deirdre Hounsom
On behalf of the Sid Valley Neighbourhood Plan Steering group

NP NE – April 2019 – jw comments
The Examiner's comments precede each comment in blue
Recommended additions/alterations to policies in red
Policy 2 Views:

Policy 2 Views: View 8 would seem to be taken from outside the neighbourhood area? If this is the
case then it will not be admissible, as your Plan can only deal with land within the neighbourhood
area. You may need to show all the views more accurately, not just this one. The Plan as currently
drawn would rule out view 8 immediately.

4: from Two Bridges Sidford
8: from outside the neighbourhood area: the Plan as currently drawn would rule it
out immediately
9: from Trow Hill Sidford

Policy 3 Settlement Coalescence and Green Wedges:
Policy 3 Settlement Coalescence: Several comments at Reg16 have queried the policy reference to
‘Green Wedges’ and Map 10 showing a ‘Coalescence Area’ or perhaps a ‘Non-coalescence Area?’ The
non-coalescence area seems to better describe what the policy is doing, and relates to how it is
described graphically.

Map 10 can be relabelled “Sidford-Sidbury Non-Coalescence Area”
Could also use Fig 134 in the PA.
New policy wording:
There will be a presumption against any built development within the areas as shown
in Map 10: “Sidford-Sidbury Non-Coalescence Area”

Policy 4 Green Corridors:
Policy 4 Green Corridors: The policy defines the green corridors with reference to the Environment
Agency’s ‘Flood Zones’, but does not say which flood zones. They would appear to be mostly Flood
Zone 3, and using this definition would make the policy clear. The policy seems to have mistakes
with the bullets, as I understand it, it is only the last two bullets that actually are required to be
bullets. A presumption against any built development is too restrictive and not positive enough. I
would be interested to hear your views on wording that required biodiversity to be conserved and
enhanced within them. Finally some comments at Reg16 have identified mistakes in the naming of
the corridors. You may well be dealing with these in your response to those comments separately,
but as I do not have your local knowledge, your checking these would be appreciated.

Figs 19 and 20 in the PA should be included for clarification.
They all lie in Flood Zone 3.
All three corridors are supported by research and feedback which has been further
checked, with particular reference to the PA.
New policy wording:
Any development must not cause a detrimental impact on these areas and especially
their continuity, in order to conserve and enhance the biodiversity and uninterrupted
passage of wildlife.
There will be a presumption against any built development within the areas shown
on the Green Corridor Map other than
alterations and extensions within the Green Corridors area where they are
supported by alternative planning policy, including flooding considerations.

The Green Corridors are defined by the Environment Agency’s Flood Zone 3
designation.
The following are designated as Green Corridors and are shown on Maps 11 and 12
River Sid and tributaries from Sidford to Cotford, Sidbury (note: River Sid from
Port Royal to The Byes, River Sid through The Byes to Sidford)
Green Goyle and Woolbrook stream

Policy 5 Local Green Space:
Policy 5 Local Green Space: Previous comments re the mapping of these have been made, and the
need for them to not be designated as both Local Green Space and Open Space. I am confused by the
reference in the policy to the East Devon Open Space Study, which is an assessment of the quantity
and quality of open space in the District. The East Devon Local Plan 2014 (EDLP) does not
designate Local Green Spaces (22.2). Your designation of each space will need to give reasons for
why each space meets the criteria it claims to in the Table on page 23. This justification text does not
need to be extensive, in many cases a visit makes it self-evident why the space is being designated as
Local Green Space. However I would advise that I need to see better justification for site 11 in
particular if I am to consider that worthy of the designation.

I don't understand the Examiner's comments, as on page 23 we make it clear that
these LGS designations are in addition to the EDDC's OSS:
“Specific areas designated as Local Green Spaces are listed in the East Devon
District Council Open Space Study Review 2014
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planninglibraries/evidencedocument-library/chapter8.4environment/env046-openspacestudyreview2014.pdf and additional areas since
this report are included below”
Also, the table that follows demonstrates “why each space meets the criteria it claims
to” by virtue of the thoroughness of the description of each criteria.
If necessary, though, we could add a one-sentence appraisal of each site...
Re site 11 (Manstone): Although only three criteria are provided, the fact is that
this is the one area of LGS which is in the heart of the town's most built-up area (“In
proximity to the community it serves”); it was donated to the people of Sidmouth for
sport and recreation by Colonel Balfour, Lord of the Manor (“Demonstrably special
for its historical significance”); and the community has just invested in floodlighting
for both the basketball and football areas (“Demonstrably special for its recreational
value”)

Policy 6 Open Space:
Policy 6 Open Space: Previous comments made about what this policy is doing that the EDLP is not
need to be answered. Again the reference to the East Devon Study should be in the text, it is not clear
that any of the areas are not also shown on the Policies Map for the EDLP? Map 16, which shows
them (not Map 17 as the policy states) is clearer than the Local Green Spaces map, but it is also
confusing. Number 1 seems to relate to land not shown shaded, and there are several areas of
shading with no number reference.

We could take out Policy 6 as it repeats the ED OSS. (We have agreed to do
this)

Policy 8 Local Distinctiveness:
Policy 8 Local Distinctiveness: The Place Analysis is a very useful document. The qualifications of
the author commissioned to write it would offer add weight.

We could include from the PA: text 3.2.0 and 7.1.0 and from the box
'Managing Future Development' at 8.1.0

Policy 21 Community Facilities:
Policy 21 Community Facilities: Why is the Salcombe Regis Scout Field listed here and not in the
Open Spaces policy? What is ‘The Bowd’ exactly – address given as “A3052”?

The SR Scout Field is listed here as well as in the OSS – because the scout hut has
been recently rebuilt and needs further protection; perhaps, then, the specific
buildings on the site need further reference.
'The Bowd' refers to the pub and the immediate grounds; the pub is a Grade II
Listed building but the car parks and adjacent green areas have no protection; again,
this might need further reference.
.

